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The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is becoming important for monitoring the

variations in the earth's ionosphere based on the total electron content (TEC) and iono-

spheric electron density (IED). The Crustal Movement Observation Network of China

(CMONOC), which includes GNSS stations across mainland China, enables the continuous

monitoring of the ionosphere over China as accurately as possible. A series of approaches

for GNSS-based ionospheric remote sensing and software has been proposed and devel-

oped by the Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics (IGG) in Wuhan. Related achievements

include the retrieval of ionospheric observables from raw GNSS data, differential code

biases estimations in satellites and receivers, models of local and regional ionospheric TEC,

and algorithms of ionospheric tomography. Based on these achievements, a software for

processing GNSS data to determine the variations in ionospheric TEC and IED over China

has been designed and developed by IGG. This software has also been installed at the

CMONOC data centers belonging to the China Earthquake Administration and China

Meteorological Administration. This paper briefly introduces the related research

achievements and indicates potential directions of future work.
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1. Introduction

The ionosphere is defined as the upper atmosphere be-

tween the altitudes of 85 km and 1000 km, where solar ra-

diation causes ionization [1]. The ionosphere has practical

importance because among other functions, it influences

radio propagation to distant places on the Earth [2]. Since

the mid-to-late 1990s, first Global Positioning Systems (GPS)

and then Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have

become the most important tools for continuously

observing the global ionosphere at high spatial and

temporal resolutions [3e8]. Recently, the BeiDou Global

Navigation Satellite System (BDS), established by China,

was able to improve the ability of GNSS-based ionospheric

remote sensing. To setup a global public service for

monitoring the ionospheric total electron content (TEC)

using ground-based GNSS receivers, the International GNSS

Service (IGS) working group on the ionosphere was

established in 1998 [9e11]. More than four Ionospheric

Associate Analysis Centers were able to provide global

ionospheric map (GIM) products [3,12e14]. In this context,

increasingly more GNSS receivers, mainly GPS and Global

Navigation Satellite Systems (GLONASS), have been

installed globally to gather data for global ionospheric

remote sensing. The IGS ionosphere product uses GNSS for

monitoring global variations in the ionosphere TEC by

taking advantage of its high accuracy, high resolution,

continuous observations, and global scale. However, there

are only a few stations within China that contribute to the

GIM generation; thus, the accuracy and resolution of the

IGS-released ionosphere product over China are

significantly lower than those in other areas. The

establishment of the Crustal Movement Observation

Network of China (CMONOC), comprising 260 GPS and

GLONASS stations, provides a large amount of GNSS data

for improving the performance of GNSS-based ionospheric

remote sensing over China. These stations will be updated

to track the BDS in the near future.

To model the ionosphere over China as accurately as

possible, a series of approaches for GNSS-based ionospheric

remote sensing and corresponding software have been

proposed and developed by the Institute of Geodesy and

Geophysics (IGG) at Wuhan, partly supported by the funding

of CMONOC, including the retrieval of ionospheric observ-

ables from raw GNSS data, estimation of differential code

biases (DCB) of the satellite and receiver, models of local

ionospheric TEC, approaches for ionospheric tomography,

and data processing software for GNSS-based ionospheric

sensing. The above-mentioned approaches and software

will be briefly introduced in this paper, and the conclusions

and direction of future work will be presented in the final

section.
2. Retrieval of ionospheric observables from
raw GNSS data

Ionospheric observables (IO), which are the sumof the line-

of-sight (LOS) ionospheric delays with the DCB in the GNSS
satellite and receiver, are fundamental input for GNSS-based

ionosphere sensing; IO should be retrieved from dual-fre-

quency GNSS data as accurately as possible. For this purpose,

we often rely on the so-called carrier-to-code leveling tech-

nique, the basic procedures of which are briefly revisited as

follows. For a continuous satellite-receiver pass, i.e., the car-

rier-phase data do not undergo cycle-slip processing, we

compute the geometry-free code, carrier-phase observables,

and the real-value offset. By adding the (weighted) average of

all epochs' offsets to the geometry-free carrier-phase data, we

are able to obtain the IO of interest.

Notably, the carrier-to-code leveling technique does not

seem to exploit someusable information thatmight be helpful

for retrieving IO. Typically, the geometric effects are rather

conservatively assumed to be completely unknown. As a

result, tremendous LOS geometric unknowns that are pass

and epoch-dependent must be introduced. Consequently, the

ability of the carrier-to-code leveling technique to eliminate

the particularly evident multipath effects is somewhat

unfavorable.

Actually, the IGS delivers the satellite orbit and clock final

products on a regular basis. Additionally, the GPS receivers

serving as ionosphere sensors are commonly deployed at

stationary locations with either known or unknown positions.

With these general facts in mind, we retrieve the IO using the

precise point-positioning (PPP) technique [15e17]. Impor-

tantly, unlike the customary PPP that categorizes the iono-

spheric delays as nuisance unknowns and removes them by

forming ionosphere-free observables, our PPP employs the

original (uncombined) GNSS data and parameterizes the IO as

one type of estimable unknown. The geometric unknowns

involved in the PPP are all receiver-dependent and are much

smaller than the line-of-sight unknowns handled by the car-

rier-to-code leveling.

Using experimental dual-frequency GNSS data collected by

a variety of zero- and short-baseline setups deployed world-

wide, we comparatively assess the quality of the IO offered by

the carrier-to-code leveling and the PPP techniques.

Fig. 1 shows a typical comparison of the IO extracted from

raw GPS data based on the carrier-to-code leveling and PPP

techniques. Ideally, because the distance between two

receivers that form a (zero) short baseline is fairly short, the

between-receiver single-differenced (SD) IO corresponding to

different satellite passes will contain only the time-invariant

SD receiver DCB and should overlap. Therefore, we can refer

to the spread of the SD IO as a reasonable diagnostic

measure when quantitatively analyzing the actual accuracy

of the IO. Our main conclusions derived from the numerical

investigations are (1) the code multipath effects account for

the major error budget of the IO retrieval. Thus, the accuracy

of the IO retrieved by the carrier-to-code leveling might be

worse than four TEC units (TECu). In contrast, the PPP-

derived IO is always less affected by the code multipath, and

its accuracy is well below 2 TECu; (2) zero-baseline analysis

suggests that the SD IO computed from daily experimental

datasets that are not influenced by multipath effects may

undergo very apparent diurnal variability, the magnitudes of

which can reach tens of nanoseconds. This result is mainly

caused by the short-term (hourly or shorter) variation in the

receiver DCB.
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Fig. 2 e Comparison of the DCB estimates in satellites

based on IGGDCB with only 7 stations and the

corresponding results released by CODE and the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [19].

Fig. 1 e Comparison of station-differenced ionospheric

observables from raw GPS data based on a-carrier-to-code

leveling and b-precise point-positioning techniques.
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3. Estimation of DCB in satellites and
receivers

DCB is defined as the difference in the time delay between

two observations obtained at the same or different fre-

quencies [18]. The DCB is actually related to the hardware

delay of a given observation [19]. The DCB can be classified

into two categories: the intra-frequency bias, which is the

bias between two observations at the same frequency, and

the inter-frequency bias, which is the bias between

observations at two frequencies [19]. Generally, the intra-

frequency bias can be directly calculated by averaging the

differences of the two observations, while the inter-

frequency bias must be estimated by removing the

differences in ionospheric delays between the corresponding

observations [20]. The DCB occurs at the satellite and

receiver terminals during signal transmission and reception;

the biases are referred to as the satellite DCB and receiver

DCB [21], respectively.

To eliminate the dependence of a large number of global

stations in the DCB estimation based on traditional
approaches, a new method designated IGGDCB was proposed

by IGG [19]. The implementation of IGGDCB consists of two

procedures: first, the DCB of satellites and each receiver is

individually estimated using a local ionospheric TEC model

on a station-by-station basis; second, the DCB of satellites is

separated from that of the receiver through an iterative

reference satellite selection process based on the variability

in satellite DCB stability. Independent and local ionospheric

TEC modeling per ground station allows IGGDCB to

eliminate the requirements of a huge dataset from a large

number of geographically distributed tracking stations. The

iterative method of reference satellite selection is able to

reduce the impact of using satellites with unstable DCB. The

IGGDCB method can work properly only when a few ground

stations are available and even when some satellites with

relatively unstable DCB are present. Fig. 2 shows the

comparison of DCB estimates of satellites based on the

proposed IGGDCB with only seven stations and the

corresponding results from the Center for Orbit

Determination in Europe (CODE) and Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL). The accuracies of the satellite DCB

estimates obtained by the IGGDCB approach are similar

(approximately 0.1e0.13 ns) to those obtained by the existing

approaches based on a large amount of global datasets;

however, the IGGDCB approach requires only a very small

amount of datasets from a few ground stations. In addition,

the impact of using a non-optimized satellite DCB reference

for DCB estimation may be considerably reduced through

the iterative reference selection process developed by

IGGDCB that rejects satellites with poor DCB stabilities.

Moreover, another approach for the BDS satellite estimation

that is aided by neighboring GPS data has also been

developed [22].

As the space environment within which the GPS satellites

are present is relatively stable, long-term stability of the GPS

satellite DCB is observed. At the same time, continuous GPS

data collection from receivers with global coverage makes it

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.01.004
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Fig. 3 e The C1eP2 receiver DCB time series (in TECu) from

GPS observations collected by a shortbaseline (dlft-delf).
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possible to estimate GPS satellite DCB with high accuracy.

However, this result is not true for a variety of receivers' DCB.

As a result of various operating environments, as well as

distinct firmware versions, a receiver DCB may experience

short-term variations over time. Precise modeling of receiver

DCB variation can increase the reliability of ionosphere

products determined from GPS data and ensure the correct-

ness of conclusions based on these products when investi-

gating atmosphere/space effects and geodetic phenomena

[23]. Given zero/short-baseline GPS data, the between-

receiver single-differenced values of these delays can be

used to retrieve a time series of receiver DCB, the temporal

resolution of which is equal to that of the GPS observations.

In addition, the ionosphere-fixed model with estimable

receiver DCB has been derived [24]. The intra-day variations

in receiver DCB determined from a zero-baseline are less

than 1 TECu, without apparent day-to-day repeatability (see

Fig. 3). A random walk with standard deviations (STDs) of

process noise between 1.0 and 1.5 mm is sufficient to

characterize variation behaviors on different days; the size

of the receiver DCB variation corresponding to one of the

short baselines can exceed 12 TECu (roughly 2 m) in one day.

To model the DCB with random walk, the empirical STD of

the process noise should be set to no less than 2 mm.
4. Models of local ionospheric TEC

The IO along the LOS from a satellite to receiver can only be

provided by GNSS raw data, and these observables are

distributed discreetly over receiver-covered areas. Generally,

a local ionosphericmodel (LIM) in the vertical TEC is necessary

to study the variations in the ionosphere [25]. In contrast to

the GIM, the local GNSS data contributes to the LIM

computation, and the LIM usually has a higher accuracy.

How to select a mathematical function to represent the

variation in the ionosphere is one of the most critical issues

for LIMs. Many functions have been studied, including
polynomial functions (POLY) [26], triangle series functions

(TSF) [27,28], (adjusted) low-order spherical harmonic

functions (LSH) [12,29], and so on. However, the LIM is

usually established under the assumption of an ionospheric

thin layer; a so-called mapping function is required to

convert ionospheric delay from the LOS to the vertical

direction [30].

An overview of the different local ionospheric modeling

methods is presented in Table 1. The POLY model is suitable

for real-time monitoring and forecasting the variation in the

local ionosphere. However, the model can only provide ideal

precision during a short session of approximately several

hours [31,32]. The generalized triangular series function

(GTSF), developed from the TSF, consists of two parts: (1)

two-dimensional polynomial development of the

geomagnetic latitude and solar longitude; and (2) finite

Fourier series of the solar longitude. The function can

effectively describe the subtle variations in ionospheric TEC

using data obtained over a single day. The POLY and GTSF

model are based on plane geographic and geomagnetic

coordinates (latitude and longitude), respectively [27],

whereas the spherical cap harmonic (SCH) model is based

on the spherical cap coordinates that consist of a set of

spherical cap harmonic functions by solving a Laplace

equation on a specific spherical cap. The SCH can efficiently

model the variation in ionospheric TEC over high latitudes

and the arctic region [33]. Because the coefficients of the

Legendre function in SCH are non-integers, the computation

process of the SCH is complicated. A LSH model has also

been used for local ionospheric modeling. The LSH model

has the same representation as the spherical harmonics (SH)

model, but the coefficient estimations of LSH are not the

solution of the Laplace function over the local region. To

solve the potentially ill-conditioned problem in the LSH

function, an adjusted spherical harmonics model is

proposed by IGG [29]. The accuracies of different local

ionospheric models, including POLY, GTSF, and LSH, are

compared in Fig. 4 for the WUHN station on the 250th day of

2014.

In addition, a novel approach called differential areas for

differential stations (DADS), which calculates the ionospheric

TECmap over China, has been proposed [34]. In contrast to the

traditional methods, a series of local ionospheric TEC models

is established at each individual station, and a strategy is

designed for combining those local ionospheric TEC models

to generate the ionospheric TEC map over the corresponding

area. The accuracy of a local ionospheric model is usually

better than that of regional or global models; thus, the

performance of the ionospheric TEC map can be improved.

The ionospheric TEC map over China is processed using the

data from CMONOC based on the DADS. Fig. 5 illustrates the

variations in the ionospheric TEC at different latitudinal

bands over China from 2001 to 2008 based the CMONOC data.
5. Methods of ionospheric tomography

Because ionospheric TEC is the line integral of IED along

the LOS from the satellite to receiver, multi-station TEC data

can be applied to study the variations in three-dimensional

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.01.004
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Table 1 e Comparison of different methods for local ionospheric TEC modeling.

Models POLY GTSF SCH LSH (ASH)

Reference frame Plane coordinate Spherical cap coordinates Spherical coordinates

Region size Single station Regional network

Model session interval 5 min to several hours 24 h 12 sessions at a length of 2 h

Suggested order and degree nmax ¼ 3

mmax ¼ 4

nmax ¼ 1

mmax ¼ 2

Kmax ¼ 4

ndmax ¼ 4� 6 ndmax ¼ 4

Fig. 4 e Residual errors in the different local ionospheric

models for the WUHN station.
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ionospheric structures. Computerized ionospheric tomogra-

phy (CIT) techniques using GNSS have been developed to

image the IED in three dimensions in recent years. Currently,

the feasibility of ionospheric tomography has been demon-

strated, and the focus has turned to limitations of the new

technique [35]. For GNSS-based CIT, the reconstructed images

of IED are usually distorted for the following reasons: first, the

number of ground receivers is usually limited, and the

distribution is not even; second, horizontal ray paths in

satellite-to-receiver geometry, which are very important to

improve the vertical resolution of ionospheric tomography,

are absent [36]. Therefore, the CIT-based IED inversion

technique must be effectively advanced.

To solve the above problems, the improved algebraic

reconstruction technique (IART) [36] and the constrained

algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) algorithm (CMART)
Fig. 5 e The variations of ionospheric TEC with respect to

the local time at different latitudes (up: 40�Ne55�N, middle:

25�Ne40�N, bottom: 10�Ne25�N) over China.
[37] have been proposed in recent years. IART improves both

computational efficiency and imaging quality by introducing

adaptive adjustment to relax parameters during the

inversion process. IART, compared with ART, can further

improve the reconstructed image of the IED, and it has a

better convergence performance. Meanwhile, because of the

lack of observations, some voxels are not intersected by any

rays; the IED values of these voxels rely on the initialized

value. Therefore, intermediate inter-voxel smoothing is

necessary. CMART designs a simple 3-dimensional distance-

weighted Gaussian-like boxcar average to smooth all voxels

based on the continuity and smoothness of the electron

density between adjacent voxels. This approach overcomes

the defect that voxels without intersected rays depend

absolutely on the initialized values and avoids data gaps in

that region, resulting in inversion accuracy. Using the data

of 88 sites from CMONOC, the slant total electron contents

(STECs) obtained from GSJN, BJFS, XJRS, and HNCS are used

to test the results reconstructed by the tomographic method

(Fig. 6).

Recently, GNSS receivers on low earth orbit (LEO) satellites

have been providing new data sources that can be added to

three-dimensional tomographic imaging algorithms. GNSS

occultation TEC comes from rising or setting occultation and

provides the horizontal ray information that is not available

from angle-limited ground-based tomography, while dual-

frequency navigation receivers provide upward-looking TEC

data and allow for improved three-dimensional imaging of the

top of the ionosphere. It is well known that the variation in the

IED over China is very complicated because the area of China

spans widely across both the longitudinal and latitudinal di-

rections [36,38e40]. Based on GPS data from CMONOC, IED

have been inverted using the CIT technique, and related im-

provements/algorithms have been developed [36,41e43]. Pre-

liminarily, a set of CHAMP-based GPS data has been combined

with ground-based GPS observations to image the ionospheric

electron density over China [41]. A time series of IED profiles

over China and its surroundings are reconstructed with the

IART tomographic algorithm using combined ground-based

GPS observations from CMONOC and the IGS receiver

network with space-based GPS measurements from the

Constellation Observation System for Meteorology

Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) [44]. The aim is to

improve the determination of the IED density in images by

combining LEO satellite GPS data (including the navigation

data and occultation data) with ground-based GPS

observations. In Fig. 7, the COSMIC electron density profiles

are compared with those retrieved by ground-based data

(GRND) and combined ground-based and space-based data

(COMB). The results obtained by combining ground and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.01.004
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Fig. 6 e Comparisons of ionospheric delay deviations between the international reference ionosphere (IRI) model and

tomographic model with observations obtained from GSJN, BJFS, XJRS, and HNCS.

Fig. 7 e Comparisons of the IED profiles (red solid lines) from COSMIC occultation data with those retrieved by combined

ground- and space-based observations (black solid lines with circle) and ground-based observations only (blue dash lines).
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space-based GPS data are more similar to the COSMIC ionPrf

results than the ground-based GPS data only, particularly

the peak electron density. Therefore, the electron density

inversion results are clearly improved by adding LEO

satellite data to the ground-based data.
6. Software

To integrate the above-mentioned methods, software for

GNSS-based Ionospheric Data Processing and Analysis has

been developed by IGG in Wuhan, China. The functions of the
software currently include (1) pre-processing the raw GPS/

GLONASS/BDS data; (2) processing the carrier-to-code

leveling and generating the phase-smoothed code observa-

tions; (3) retrieving the ionospheric observables; (3) local

ionospheric modeling based on the polynomial or general-

ized trigonometric series functions; (4) estimating the DCB in

satellites and receivers; (5) global ionospheric modeling based

on the spherical harmonic functions; (6) generating a global

ionospheric TEC map based on the improved DADS; (7) pre-

dicting the local ionospheric TEC; (8) inverting the iono-

spheric density based on CIT; (9) analyzing the latitudinal and

longitudinal variations in the ionospheric TEC; and (10)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geog.2015.01.004
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visualizing global or regional ionospheric TEC and density

products. The software is developed with C, FORTRAN, and

JAVA programming and is able to be installed on Windows

and Linux systems. The maximum number of processing

stations is over 300. The preliminary version of this software

was introduced in 2011 [45]. By supporting CMONOC, this

software has also been installed at the CMONOC data

centers located in the China Earthquake Administration

and China Meteorological Administration, respectively. The

software is also partially available for related studies and

the latest version will be released in the near future;

questions about this software can be directed to lizishen@

whigg.ac.cn.
7. Conclusions and future work

The GNSS data from CMONOC is highly valuable for

ionospheric remote sensing over China. The IGG has pro-

posed and developed a series of approaches and algorithms

for GNSS-based ionospheric remote sensing from TEC and

IED, as well as self-developed software. Among these

research achievements, the retrieval of ionospheric observ-

ables based on the PPP technique significantly improves the

accuracy of GNSS-based ionospheric TEC, the IGGDCB

approach for DCB estimation abandons the dependence on a

large amount of global distributed stations, the proposed

GTSF can capture the subtle variations in ionospheric TEC in

local areas, and the CIT-based ionospheric IED inversion is

advantageous for studying the structure of the ionosphere

and explaining ionospheric phenomena. Additional infor-

mation on the approaches can be found in the corresponding

published papers.

To increase the contribution of CMONOC to ionosphere-

related research, the following aspects should be considered:

(1) quality control of IO from raw GNSS data for accuracy and

reliability; (2) proper methods for combining GPS, GLONASS,

and BDS data to improve the performance of ionospheric

modeling, particularly data from BDS GEO and IGSO satel-

lites; (3) improvement of the thin-layer assumption and

mapping function in the ionospheric TEC model, particularly

in the low latitudes; (4) extension of the CIT-based IED

inversion method by using the ionospheric data from

different techniques, such as ionospheric TEC from LEO sat-

ellites, ionosondes, altimeter satellites, DORIS, occultation,

and others.
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